Using the Hierarchy of Controls Activity Template

The Hierarchy of Controls Activity template allows you to facilitate a group activity in which trainees apply best practices according to the hierarchy of controls for particular scenarios. Add your own scenarios to customize training for your needs.

Following the title slide, the template consists of a scenario slide, a hierarchy of controls slide, and a best practices slide.

**Scenario slide:** Illustrate the scenario here with a short description and a picture.

**Hierarchy of controls slide:** This slide reviews the hierarchy of controls. Playing cards are used to depict each control from least effective (one heart, PPE) to most effective (five hearts, administrative).

**Best practices slide:** In the left column, describe the best practices according to the appropriate controls to be used in the scenario. Use animations to reveal the hidden card faces (the appropriate controls) upon clicking for each row that correspond to the best practices described.

An example scenario is provided starting on slide 5. Play the slideshow from slide 5 to see how the activity works.

Copy and paste slides to create as many different scenarios as you need for your activity.